Player Name:
Position:
College:
Year:
Height/Weight:
Year
’17-‘18
Field Goal

.475

Theo Pinson #1
F
North Carolina
Sr.
6’6”/220 lbs
Points
9.9

Rebounds
6.1

Three Point Free Throw

.227

.815

Assists
4.7

Steals
0.9

Blocks
0.5

T.O.

2.4

Highlighted Game:
Duke 74 UNC 64
Theo Pinson: 12 points, 8 rebounds (3 off, 5 def), 3 assists, 4 turnovers, 0 steals, 0
blocks, 6-10 FGs, 0-1 3PTs, 0-1 FTs in 33 min
Report:
(+) quick close-out and defense recovery speed
(+) solid court vision and offensive awareness
(+) active offensive and defensive rebounder
(+) excellent defensive awareness, ability to guard up to 5 positions
(+) lengthy defender (6’11”) who is able to disrupt offensive movement
(+) capable finisher at the rim due to athleticism
(+) capable ball-handler, can bring the ball up the court
(-) fails to generate much offense on his own
(-) not a three-point threat
Summary:
Pinson should be considered a jack-of-all-trades, master only of defense. In this
game, Theo was a dominant defensive force, shutting down Marvin Bagley, constantly
fronting Bagley and forcing him to catch it outside the paint. This allowed Pinson to play
tight defense, forcing Bagley to commit multiple turnovers and play against his strength at
the rim. In the second half, Bagley broke out as Duke was able to find mismatches that
didn’t include Pinson as a primary defender. Pinson is an alert defender, aiding against
Wendell Carter and others on the help defense. He is athletic and long, possessing an
ability to get to the basket and finish at times. Duke’s zone forced him to play at the free
throw line offensively, which allowed him to showcase excellent court vision and passing,
but it really showed his inability to shoot and generate offense on his own from that point.
While he can defend five college positions, I don’t believe he will have as much success
defending 6’11” + bigs in the NBA because of better NBA spacing and post-entry passing.
In a pinch, Pinson can run the offense because of his ball-handling and court vision, but he
really remains as an alert, smart, and capable player whose biggest strengths are setting up
other players, keeping plays alive, and making a sizeable defensive impact.

